THIRTIETH ANNIVERSARY BANQUET HELD

Dean Archer Lauds Loyalty of Faculty
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As was the case from the time of Prof. S. E. Archer, the late J. M. Field, and the late Prof. G. T. Penney, the tradition of loyal faculty participation at the Annual Banquet of the University, is exemplified by the faculty present at the thirty-year milestone of the University.

"A young man without faith is like a ship without sail, without motive and without direction. A man of faith has a purpose, a goal, and a direction," said Prof. S. E. Archer, as he described the faculty members present at the University's thirtieth anniversary celebration. "Faith is the essential ingredient in any profession, and its lack can have dire consequences."

Dean Archer, in his keynote address, praised the loyalty of the faculty present at the University's thirtieth anniversary banquet. "The faculty members present at the University's thirtieth anniversary banquet have shown a steadfast commitment to the University's mission. Their loyalty and dedication to the University have helped to shape its success over the past thirty years."

Dean Archer concluded his address by thanking the faculty for their continued support and dedication to the University. "The University owes its success to the tireless efforts of its faculty. We are grateful for your contributions and look forward to continuing our work together in the future.

Great Gathering of Alumni at Kenmore

FRANCIS E. KELLEY, '28, SPEAKS

On Thursday evening, November 28th, a large group of alumni gathered at Kenmore to celebrate the University's thirtieth anniversary. The event was hosted by President Francis E. Kelley, '28, who spoke to the audience about the University's history and its future.

"The University has come a long way since its inception," said President Kelley. "We are proud of the achievements of the past thirty years. We look forward to continuing our work together to shape the future of the University.

The event began with a short address by Prof. S. E. Archer, who thanked the alumni for their continued support of the University. "The alumni have been a driving force behind the University's success," said Prof. Archer. "We are grateful for your contributions and look forward to continuing our work together in the future.

After the address by Prof. Archer, the alumni were treated to a dinner and dance. The event was a great success, and the alumni left with a renewed sense of pride and commitment to the University.

Our Gratitude to Honorable Thos. J. Boynton

President of the Board of Trustees

Thomas J. Boynton, whose distinguished career has brought him to the forefront of the business world, was the guest speaker at the University's thirtieth anniversary banquet. Mr. Boynton spoke about the importance of education and the role of the University in society.

"The University is a source of knowledge and wisdom," said Mr. Boynton. "It is a place where we can learn about the world and the people who inhabit it. It is a place where we can grow and develop as individuals."

Mr. Boynton praised the University for its contributions to the community and its role in shaping the future of the country. "The University has played an important role in the development of our society," said Mr. Boynton. "It has been a leader in the fight for social justice and equality."
Sons and Daughters of Suffolk's Professors

From time to time, the Journal School faculty, William P. Corcoran, has said of his students, "There is a West Side of our school and a North Side of our school." This week, he was speaking of the quality of the students. The number of sons and daughters of Suffolk's faculty who have attended the school is not to be too large.

Contemporary Gems

To the Non-Conformist

The non-conformist, a man of vision and truth, yet so often misunderstood. He possesses the love of freedom, the reverence for truth, and the capacity to see the facts of life in a way that others cannot. He is often accused of being rebellious, but his heart is pure and his intentions are good.

The greatest sin that ever was committed was the perception of the non-conformist as a rebel.

He is the enemy of the conventional, and his thoughts are often iconoclastic. He is the champion of the oppressed, and his voice is often loud. He is the prophet of change, and his words are often prophetic.

He is the one who dares to think, to feel, to speak, to act, and to love. He is the one who dares to be different, to be unique, to be his own man.

He is the one who dares to be a non-conformist, to be a rebel, to be a non-conformist.

ALUMNI MEET AT KENMORE

(Continued from Page 3)

Leroy Edward T. Houghton, of the Massachusetts State Board of Education, delivered a stirring address, speaking in part, as follows:

I appreciate any more than when these words are spoken and when our hearts are filled with the desire to see that the graduates of Suffolk Law School have in their midst an active and an increasing school of legal education that is to be reckoned with.

These words are words of encouragement to all the students of Suffolk Law School. They are words of encouragement to all the alumni of Suffolk Law School. They are words of encouragement to all the friends of Suffolk Law School.

These words are words of encouragement to all the friends of Suffolk Law School.

These words are words of encouragement to all the friends of Suffolk Law School.
The Suffolk Journal

Short Story - "Christmas for Everybody"

L. M. C., 1932

It was bright on Beacon Hill, and the snow lay thick, white, and soft, the way snow should be in December. The sun had just risen, and the city was still quiet, except for the sound of the snowplows and the occasional car horn. The air was crisp and cold, but the people were warm inside their homes, sipping hot cocoa and exchanging Christmas cards.

Snow's Diary

Dear Diary,

Today, I woke up to find snow falling outside my window. It was a beautiful sight, and I couldn't wait to go outside and play. I put on my winter coat and scarf, and headed down to the park with my friends.

We built a snowman and had a great time, rolling snowballs and shaping them into a round head and a long, skinny body. We stuck a carrot for its nose and wore a hat made out of pinecones. It was a lot of fun, and we were all tired by the time we went home.

I'm looking forward to more snow days like today. It's my favorite time of year, and I love all the special traditions we have, like decorating the tree and giving gifts to our loved ones.

Love,
Snow
Journal's Roving Reporter

Interviews Jack Spink

Edward Borden Barrett, S. C. E., '11

A Hi of Reality

We met Jack Spink in the Boston Museum of Fine Arts. He was returning from a tour in Europe and had just arrived in Boston. Jack was wearing a suit of the latest fashion and carried a briefcase. He was looking very pleased with himself.

"I love Europe," he said. "I love the art and culture there. But I also love America. This is my home." Jack pointed to the museum and said, "This is where I belong." He then proceeded to tell us about his travels and experiences.

A Tale of Two Cities

Jack talked about his experience in London and Paris. He said that the two cities were very different. London was very busy and full of energy, while Paris was more relaxed and artistic. Jack stated that he had a great time in both cities and loved seeing the different cultures and art.

A Day in the Life

Jack spent the day with us and showed us around the city. He took us to some of his favorite spots, including the Boston Public Library and the Prudential Center. Jack was very knowledgeable about the city and enjoyed sharing his insights with us.

What Companionship Means

Jack then turned to the topic of companionship. He said that he had a great deal of fun traveling with his companions. He said that it was important to have someone to share the experience with. Jack talked about his companion, whom he had known for many years. He said that they had a great friendship and always enjoyed spending time together.

Our Daily Bread

Jack then turned to the topic of food. He said that he loved trying new foods and enjoying different cuisines. He talked about his favorite dishes and how he had tried new foods in Europe.

A Day in the Life

Jack then went back to the topic of everyday life. He talked about his daily routine and how he managed to balance work and travel. Jack said that he was very organized and always knew what he had to do.
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Dramatic Club Organized

A move like one month ago. The in-between period has not been uneventful through the school year. Now, the club has been organized, and the students who have joined have found their way back to normalcy.

Pre-Election Poll Published

The Students for Students and Faculty has published a pre-election poll. According to the poll, the majority of students support the current administration.

Dean's Book Widely Praised

Dean Gladys L. Martin has published a new book. The book has been widely praised for its insightful commentary on the current political climate.

Confidentially Speaking

My mother's famille, the greatest shock in my life, was the news that my grandmother had passed away. I was devastated. I remember the day vividly, it was a cold and rainy day, and I was alone at home. I remember the sound of the rain hitting the windows, and I couldn't help but cry. I don't think I've ever felt so alone.

Here and There With The Rambler

Advice to 1041: Laugh at all the jokes in the publication. Reading it is a great way to pass the time. Don't worry about the jokes, they're just for fun. Just enjoy the publication and laugh at all the jokes.

With the Rambler

Mrs. Perkins, my little dog, was not feeling well. She had a fever, and her eyes were red. I took her to the vet, and she was diagnosed with a urinary tract infection. The vet gave her antibiotics, and she started to improve. I'm glad I took her to the vet when I did.
ASHOPPING HE WOULD GO

(Being an attempt to advise Ye Suffolk Christmas Shopper)

You're going to be a busy man, Mr. Christmas Shopper. You are going to shop for yourself. The Rush for your own shopping? Yes, of course I agree with you that S.H.E. will appreciate it. I'm just trying to get a handle on the time of the year you spend in deciding something I'll do in your best interest. You see, some valuable hints that you won't be all at once, and you set out in this shopping expedition of yours.

Go West, Young Man

First, you should have some idea of what you want to buy. Go to the book store and look at what's available. I've seen several dozen books on how to decorate your home in the $20 range. I mean, you do plan on spending some money, don't you? You'll need to make a list of what you want to buy, and then you can begin to search for the best deals.

Expense Triffices

At T. A. R. you can view the stores that are available in the town and see the best presents you can buy. The flowers are a wonderful idea for the ladies, but what about the men? I suggest you look at the gifts that are available for him.

A Seasoned Shopper

If you are a seasoned shopper, you know that the store is always a good place to start. You can find a wide variety of gifts that will suit your needs. I suggest you start with the men's section and work your way up to the women's.

Fixes of True Distinction

Jewelry is the true key to the heart of a maid. Just read this page. 'Gifts of True Distinction - the world's finest culture pearls, exquisitely fashioned as earrings, bracelets, rings, earrings, clips, and other jewelry adornments, mounted flat.'

Chatter

John J. Donovan, Jr., of the Junior class at the double-dyed Junior college in the country, is speaking of his method of political campaigning. He ran for the presidency of his college and was supported by the Student Union. His opponent, John L. Jones, was the leading candidate, and the election was decided by a slim majority.

CENE

by E. B. Barrett

Quites aren't too easy, are they? You can get your quites ready for "em, they ain't aren't.

Miss Agnes Carr led her journalism group to the magnificent Brownstone located at 21 Main Street on November 21st. They saw the brownstone, the magnificent optimist, and the actual preparations for the day's edition, talked with the workers, who showed real interest in the group. A vote of thanks and an orchid to Miss Carr.

Christmas joy is the air after a pleasant Thanksgiving holiday. Remember, "Time flies". Your spot was in Dickens' "Christmas Carol?" May we add a sincere one to that?

Wishfuls

Wishfuls are a strange thing, one night... have a grand time!

BADGER TO MISS CARR

Wonder if many of us are going "up-country" for the holidays...

The atmosphere of the "White Tower" across the street from the office gives us the feeling of a winter mood... the great and near-great of Newspaper Row gathered there for hamburgh & coffee...

Where to sell poetry? A headstone... the company's name... a book... a magazine... a newspaper... a long, long story... a short, short story...

PAGING WALTER WINCHESTER & HOLLIDAY TALENT SCOUTS!!

We're told with a woman in downtown Boston who is a writer... a writer...

The strangest quirk in the yarn is that she looks like Miss Fredder amazingly... help us! A D.N. on her for the right one...

Miss Agnes Carr is very busy these days and has been given her by workers; the giving of the giving is something that is not mentioned by the guide. Verne Robinson, employed in the message depart, there, was much at home.

Breaffast LUNCHES AND DINNERS SERVED ADRIANO COOKED FOOD BRIDGE & PARK PARTNERS CATERED TO TELEPHONE Copley 0973 BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 29 TEMPLE ST.
Prof. Underwood Discusses Munsey

"Why Students Choose S. C. L."

A recent survey conducted in connection with Professor Underwood's course in American History at the Suffolk College of Law has revealed some interesting facts about the reasons why students choose the school.

The survey, which was conducted by the Suffolk Law School staff, included interviews with over 100 students who had chosen the school.

The survey found that the main reasons for choosing Suffolk Law School were:

1. The quality of the faculty
2. The reputation of the school
3. The location of the school
4. The cost of tuition
5. The size of the student body

In addition, the survey revealed that many students were attracted to the school because of its strong emphasis on practical legal education.

Suffolk Law School welcomes new students with open arms.

Law School Man's World War Record

Many World War heroes who are now practicing law and making a valuable contribution to the legal profession are graduates of Suffolk Law School.

Among these graduates are:

John P. Kelly, who served as a pilot in the Royal Air Force and later became a partner in a prominent law firm.

Arthur W. O'Malley, who served as a major in the United States Army and later became a judge.

Robert F. Doyle, who served as a captain in the United States Navy and later became a partner in a well-known law firm.

In the survey, students also expressed their appreciation for the opportunities presented by Suffolk Law School.

"I am grateful to Suffolk Law School for providing me with the education and training I needed to succeed in my legal career," said John P. Kelly.

"Suffolk Law School is a truly outstanding institution," said Arthur W. O'Malley.

"I am proud to be a graduate of Suffolk Law School," said Robert F. Doyle.

Suffolk Law School alumni are encouraged to stay involved with the school and its community.

Suffolk Law School is located at 73 Province St., Boston, Mass.
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